Within the #ErasmusDays 2022 initiatives, the University of Trento launches the event

UNITRENTO ERASMUSDAYS
MAKE YOUR MOBILITY GREEN
Special welcome to international students

The ErasmusDays give you the chance to learn something new about the Erasmus+ Programme and EU values. This year at the University of Trento the focus will be how to make mobility more sustainable and reduce the impact on the host institution/territory.

PROGRAMME

Saturday 15th October 2022
MUSE – Museum of Science, ground floor

10:00 a.m. Welcome to international students

10:15 a.m. Introduction
Dr. Riccardo Boiocchi, on behalf of Rector’s delegate for environmental sustainability

10:30 a.m. Launch of the Green Guide
International Relations Office

10:50 a.m. Testimonial, the student’s experience
Michele Castrezzati, Erasmus+ Study period at the University of Adger (Norway)
Sara Maria Barbaglia, Erasmus+ Study period at the University of Luxembourg

11:00 a.m. Visit to the Sustainability Gallery of the MUSE

12:00 a.m. Visit to Museum of Science